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EMSCAT
Founded in 1970, Études mongoles et sibériennes, centrasiatiques et tibétaines
(EMSCAT) is one of the oldest currently published journal dealing with the
Mongol world and surround areas in eastern Asia. In 1976, EMSCAT
expanded coverage to include Siberia, and in 2004, central Asia and Tibet. It
is EMSCAT’s intention to provide a forum for scholarship on cultural issues
by both established scholars and young researchers new to the field. The
editorial line encompasses regular issues, monographs, and comparative
thematic issues often produced by guest editors. The journal is published
annually..
From now on, EMSCAT will appear solely in an online format. EMSCAT is
hosted by Revues.org, the federation of on-line journals concerning the
social and human sciences. Several back issues of EMSCAT are already
available freely online, while the others slated for release in the coming year.
There is a three-year moving wall between the publication date of the most
recent issue (n° 38-39, 2008) and when it will appear online. For access to the
journal please visit http://emscat.revues.org
We hope you will enjoy reading the volumes 32 ; 35 and 36-37
The Editorial Board


Ralf Kramer has offered the following volume for book-reviewing in the
pages of the RET. If you wish to write this book-review, please contact the
director of the RET (jlac@tele2.fr) or Mr Kramer (ralf.kramer@hotmail.com).
Franz-Karl Ehrhard (2008). A Rosary of Rubies: The Chronicle of the
Gur-rigs mDo-chen Tradition from South-Western Tibet. (Collectanea
Himalayica ; 2), München: INDUS VERLAG. 167 Pages, cloth-binding, ISBN
978-3-940659-01-9 — EUR 39,95 plus postage.
The mDo-chen bKa'-brgyud-pa school represents a little known Buddhist
tradition from Mang-yul Gung-thang in south-western Tibet. It goes back to
a Buddhist yogin known as Ma-bdun-pa or Ma-bdun ras-chen (12th/13th c.)
and was later mainly spread by members of the Gur family. Although
belonging to the "Upper 'Brug" (stod 'brug) branch of the 'Brug-pa
bKa'-brgyud-pa school, the mDo-chen tradition has always been deeply
infused with the "spoken teachings" (bka' ma) and "treasure teachings"
(gter ma) of the rNying-ma-pa school, and the cult of the "Seven Ma-mo
Sisters" (ma mo mched bdun) was particularly practised and transmitted by
its members.
This book presents a critical edition, an annotated translation and a
photographic reproduction of a manuscript copy of a rare chronicle of the
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Gur-rigs mDo-chen tradition written by Brag-dkar rta-so sPrul-sku Chos-kyi
dbang-phyug (1775–1837). The text provides us with an overview of the
tradition's development mainly through biographical accounts but also
through prophecies, prayers and praises for individual masters. The study
concludes with two appendices based on the mDo chen bka' brgyud gser
'phreng, a lineage history composed in the 15th century, and the "records
of teachings received" (thob yig) of three important members of the Gur
family, thus allowing us to gain an insight into the transmissions of the
mDo-chen bKa'-brgyud-pa school and the interactions of its representatives
with other important Buddhist teachers up to the 18th century. The present
work is a further outcome of the author's investigations into the cultural
and religious traditions of south-western Tibet and the neighbouring
Himalayan valleys.
Author:
Dr. Franz-Karl Ehrhard is professor for Tibetan and Buddhist Studies at
the University of Munich and editor of the COLLECTANEA HIMALAYICA
series.
Orders through several suppliers (e.g. Houtschild, Harrassowitz, KNV) or
directly to:
INDUS VERLAG eK Tsingtauer Str. 79 D-81827 München, Germany.
info@indus-verlag.de
<https://webmail.goneo.de/src/compose.php?send_to=info@indusverlag.de>


